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I.

Introduction

“Humans are fascinated by evil.”1 Like a car crash from which you cannot turn away,
society is oddly ensnared by tales of terror. While some find fear through fiction, others seek thrills
closer to home–ones written on the pages of real lives. Indeed, for as long as books have been
printed, humanity has sat spellbound by stories of true crimes; real-life horrors more dreadful than
fantasy. These stranger-than-fiction stories enthrall the masses with vicarious tremor, allowing
their readers to stand “at the shoulder of monsters.”2
From its inception, the true crime genre has sought to elicit an emotional response from its
viewer. This emotively provocative approach–formally known as sensationalism–still serves as
the genre’s distinctive cornerstone. In contrast, the canon’s purpose has shifted dramatically with
time, ranging from religious promotion to penal reform to pure commercialism. And yet, despite
the genre’s many motives, historical true crime stories did not aim to meaningfully influence their
underlying criminal cases. Instead, the canon’s authors used the accused’s specific circumstance
to promote general societal reformation. Nevertheless, recent resuscitations of the genre sit as
“impromptu branch[es] of the judiciary,”3 calling into question settled verdicts and affecting the
outcomes of their chosen cases. The genre’s resurgence–known as the New True Crime–changes
venue from the courts of justice to the courts of public opinion and carries along with it real-life
implications. The canon’s newfound influence raises questions: Is the New True Crime different
from its predecessors? If so, what affects does it have? And, should steps be taken to mitigate
possible negative effects?
This article seeks to answer those questions by examining two of the most prominent
examples of the New True Crime phenomenon: Sarah Koenig’s Serial and Laura Ricciardi and
Moira Demos’s Making a Murderer.4 The article first reviews the historical traits and motives of
the true crime genre. Next, it summarizes each show and explores how they have affected their
respective cases. The article then examines how these works apply traditional true crime
sensationalism to influence the outcome of a criminal case. Finally, it makes the case for
journalistic self-regulation in the true crime context.
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II.

The History of True Crime Sensationalism

True crime is a non-fiction genre of literature, film, and media involving actual crime
stories. As Joy Wiltenburg notes in her piece True Crime: The Origins of Modern Sensationalism,
the genre has always “aimed to arouse strong emotional reactions in the public.”6 In fact, true
crime’s dependence on sensationalism–the act of emphasizing provocative information to elicit an
emotional response–dates back to mid-sixteenth century Germany.7 From its creation, the canon
has been used as a sort of “cultural agent,” shaping community values by linking violent crime
with a negative emotional reaction. 8 Its persuasive force lies largely in its lack of explicit
argumentation, which allows authors to influence social and political discourse without garnering
the label of propaganda. 9 Indeed, true crime’s principally emotive focus pushes it outside the
typical political realm, which gives true crime authors great latitude to engender social change.10
To achieve societal reform, true crime authors developed standardized sensationalist
techniques to enhance the genre’s emotive influence.11 For example, early true crime often used
music or stylistic decoration to encourage feeling12 and invoked exceptionally graphic descriptions
of violence to enflame emotions.13 The canon also employed a storytelling style that “direct[ed]
and demand[ed] the audience’s imaginative participation,” which encouraged emotional
investment in the story’s outcome.14 In addition, true crime authors established themselves as
trustworthy narrators by cementing a personal connection with their audience, typically through
shared commiseration for their tragic characters. 15 The genre further cemented an emotional
connection between the audience and the story by including direct dialogue from its characters and
by detailing the characters’ familial backgrounds.16 Even more so, true crime has always sought
to arouse emotions in as many viewers as possible. Historical true crime would usually include
elaborate wood cut images alongside written reports so illiterate audiences could engage with the
material through pictures.17 Authors would also often perform their stories orally so that their work
would expand beyond the wealthy, literate classes. 18 Alongside all this, a constant feature of
sensational true crime was an implicit emphasis that the story was important because it was true.
Simply put, the genre demanded an emotional response because its stories were not “recreational
like fiction, but rather should be taken seriously.”19 This emphasis on truth made the stories all the
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more horrifying and drew an unrivaled emotional reaction. As this paper will explain, these
sensationalist qualities remain a staple of true crime’s modern resurgence.
Though true crime sensationalism has remained a historical constant, the genre’s motives
have widely fluctuated with history. In the late Middle Ages, crime chronicles were solely used by
ruling classes to record past events.20 But, by the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, “[v]irtually
all crime accounts . . . [had] connected their stories with an edifying Christian message.”21 In fact,
sixteenth century clergy members considered crime to be “a sign that God was trying to get
people’s attention” and thought it their duty to shock the masses into repentance and reform.22
These early true crime reports served as cautionary tales about the consequences of sin and
preached that the reader could only avoid criminality through strict devotion to the Church.23
When not used for religious purposes, early true crime was employed to stress the
importance of family values and social discipline. 24 Indeed, post-Reformation activists would
invoke terrifying tales of inter-familial murder to illustrate the consequences of a weak familial
structure.25 In a similar vein, early renditions of the genre heavily praised the government’s role in
maintaining law and order.26 Authors would constantly credit government officials with societal
peace and encourage devout respect for their authority. 27 This pro-government slant shifted,
however, in the nineteenth century when authors like Charles Dickens, William Thackeray, and
Oscar Wilde began using tales of punishments to undermine the English government’s draconian
penal system.28 And, in the early twentieth century, the genre’s chief motive changed yet again as
Truman Capote’s In Cold Blood set the standard for sensationalizing true crime stories for
primarily commercial gain.29
But despite the genre’s oscillating motives, its renditions all hold one trait in common: they
take the guilt of the criminal as a given. Their works seek not to prove the specific criminal’s
innocence, but instead use the criminal’s story as a means to achieve abstract, reformative ends.
New True Crime marks a distinct and significant break from that tradition.
III.

The Rise of the New True Crime

In the latter half of the 20th century, a subgenre of true crime began to emerge: one not
focused on exploiting the accused’s story, but on using sensationalism to change the story’s
ending. The progenitor of this canon shift was Stanley Gardner, creator of the famed Perry Mason
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series. 30 Throughout the 1950s, Gardner published a true crime column investigating cases of
impoverished prisoners serving life sentences. 31 He called his column “The Court of Last
Resort.” 32 Employing classic sensationalist techniques, Gardner called into question dozens of
verdicts, and his coverage, in at least one instance, helped exonerate a wrongly convicted
defendant.33
While still only a subgenre compared to the smashing success of works like In Cold Blood,
Gardner’s “Court of Last Resort” slowly gained traction among investigative journalists. In 1988,
The Thin Blue Line, a documentary about Randall Dale Adams, who was sentenced to death for
the murder of a police officer, resulted in Adams’s exoneration just a year after its release.34 At
the turn of the millennium, the hit television miniseries The Staircase chronicled the conviction of
Michael Peterson for the murder of his wife and paved the way for his new trial.35 In fact, as early
as 1991, scholar Jack Miles concluded that for “[true crime] works to have any social utility, they
ought to have it first and foremost for those most directly affected by the crimes in questions.”36
This historical background set the stage for the 21st century’s evolution of the New True
Crime; a powerful genre that applies classical true crime sensationalism toward a new motive –
influencing the outcome of a specific case. Before engaging in its analysis, however, this paper
must first examine how Serial and Making a Murderer have influenced their respective cases.
IV.

The Shows and Their Effects (WARNING: Spoilers Ahead)
A.

Serial

Sarah Koenig’s Serial is a twelve-part podcast investigating the murder of Baltimore high
school senior Hae Min Lee, who was allegedly murdered by her boyfriend, Adnan Syed, in 1999.
Hailed the most popular podcast of all time–it was downloaded more than 100 million times and
won a Peabody Award for its contribution to the criminal justice system–Serial kept listeners
riveted each week as Koenig investigated the evidence, or implied lack thereof, in the State’s case
against Adnan.37 The podcast raised several important points: that the State lacked DNA evidence
or clear motive, that its case relied heavily on the inconsistent testimony of Adnan’s supposed
accomplice, Jay Wilds, and that the cell tower records used to corroborate Jay’s story at trial were
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inherently unreliable.38 It also questioned the effectiveness of Adnan’s former defense counsel, the
late Cristina Gutierrez.39 Nonetheless, Koenig’s most substantial contribution may be finding Asia
McClain; a potential alibi witness who would testify that Adnan was with her in the library during
the 21 minute period in which Hae was supposedly killed.40
Serial’s effects on the case were swift and powerful. Due in large part to Koenig’s
investigation of the cell phone tower data, her evidence of Ms. Gutierrez’s ineffectiveness as
counsel, and the addition of Asia McClain, Adnan’s conviction was set aside and he was granted
a retrial.41 Shortly after the ruling, the pro bono department at powerhouse law firm Hogan Lovells
LLP signed on to assist in Adnan’s defense. 42 Socially, the show became a pop culture
phenomenon. The podcast’s so-called “Serial Effect” has “spawned countless follow-up podcasts,
blogs, new articles, and online communities [about the case],”43 and its success sealed the deal for
Koenig’s second season. 44 Although Koenig’s next story will not focus on Adnan Syed, his story
continues to be covered by podcasts and television shows across the world.45
B.

Making a Murderer

The brainchild of Columbia film students Laura Ricciardi and Moira Demos, Making a
Murderer is a ten-episode Netflix documentary about the disturbing, highs-and-lows tale of
Wisconsin’s Steven Avery. The series starts simply enough: Avery, a member of an impoverished,
socially outcast family, is arrested by the Manitowoc County Sheriff’s Dept. for the alleged sexual
assault of local socialite Penny Beerntsen.46 He is quickly found guilty and sentenced to thirty-two
years in prison.47 Fast-forward eighteen years into his sentence, Avery is exonerated by DNA
testing and another man, Gregory Allen, is proven to be the assailant.48 Evidence soon comes to
light that officers in the Manitowoc County Sheriff’s Dept., convinced that they had their man in
Avery, declined to investigate Gregory Allen despite knowing that he, not Avery, might be the
assailant.49
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Avery’s release is a public spectacle. He becomes a poster child for the Innocence Project,50
wrongful conviction laws are proposed in his name,51 and the community hangs on his every word,
shocked and perturbed by this all-too-close-to-home miscarriage of justice.52 Armed with public
support and evidence of police misconduct, Avery files a civil lawsuit against Manitowoc County
to the tune of $36 million dollars.53
But, just after the officers accused of misconduct are deposed, Avery is arrested again–this
time for the murder of local photographer Teresa Halbach.54 A few months later, Avery’s nephew,
Brendan Dassey, confesses that he helped Avery rape and murder Halbach, burning her body soon
after.55 Following a lengthy trial, both are found guilty and sentenced to prison for life.56
Making a Murderer examines the questionable circumstances that gave rise to those
convictions. For instance, because of Avery’s pending lawsuit, the Manitowoc County Sheriff’s
Dept. was supposed to remain removed from the murder investigation, save for lending supplies
and equipment. 57 And yet, Manitowoc County officials appear at nearly every turn. In fact,
members of the accused police department found the key evidence used to convict Avery.58 The
show also suggests that Dassey, who is learning-disabled, was coerced to confess to a crime he did
not commit after being interrogated four times without his lawyer present.59
The public response to Making a Murderer was “extreme and unprecedented.”60 Before
the show aired, Avery could no longer afford a legal defense and was representing himself on a
long-shot second appeal.61 Dassey had recently filed a writ of habeas corpus–i.e. “a legal Hail
Mary that could take the court years to address.”62 Yet, less than a year after Making a Murderer’s
release, a federal district court overturned Brendan Dassey’s conviction, ruling that his confession
had been coerced in violation of his Fifth Amendment rights.63 Indeed, within 72 hours of the
documentary’s release, a petition garnering over 500,000 signatures was sent to the White House
pleading that President Obama pardon Steven Avery.64 The outcry was so powerful that the White
50
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House was forced to respond, noting that President Obama does not have the power to pardon
Avery since he was convicted under state law.65 Rallies for the pair have been held across the
world–from London to New York and all the way to Australia.66 What is more, the widespread
publicity has resulted in thousands of dollars being donated to the duo’s legal defense, 67 has
attracted high-powered defense counsel specializing in wrongful convictions,68 and even caused a
juror to admit that he thought Avery was innocent, but voted guilty out of “fear for [his] personal
safety.” 69 With each passing day, new forensic testing is being considered to prove Avery’s
innocence,70 new tips are coming in about the case,71 and new allies, such as the infamous Internet
hacker group “Anonymous,” are answering the show’s implied call for help.72
But the documentary also produced darker consequences. While the show’s clear heroes
reaped the benefits of their newfound fame, its villains paid the cost. Angry protests have plagued
the Manitowoc County courthouse following the documentary’s release,73 Freedom of Information
Act requests by armchair investigators became so large that Manitowoc had to hire a separate
“Steven Avery” law clerk,74 and a bomb threat was even alleged against the local courthouse in
Steven Avery’s name.75 Perhaps most sobering for the legal profession, Ken Kratz, the case’s
special prosecutor, has been demonized like a real-life Disney villain. Angry viewers flooded his
65
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law firm’s Yelp review page with aggressive, even violent comments.76 A homemade “glitter
bomb” was sent to his office, causing significant damage to his equipment and personal affects.77
The embattled prosecutor has received numerous death threats78 and even considered suicide in
light of the show’s fallout.79
Like Serial, Making a Murderer was also signed for a second season, which will be
released in 2017.80
V.

Forensic Analysis of the New True Crime

It is undeniable that these documentaries have affected their cases in profound and
unprecedented ways. But why does the New True Crime hold so much sway? First, the modern
canon actively seeks to influence the outcome of the defendant’s case.81 Second, the genre employs
classical true crime sensationalism to evoke a powerful emotional response–usually one of
outrage–in as many viewers as possible. Third, the New True Crime encourages participation by
focusing on contemporary criminal cases that its impassioned audience can change.
A.

Outcome-Focused Purpose

From their introductory sequences, the producers of the New True Crime make clear they
intend to influence the outcome of the case in question. To start, most crime narratives traditionally
follow a tale-as-old-as-time blueprint; they begin by discovering the victim, continue by
investigating the crime, and end with the bad guy being put away.82 New True Crime employs a
different tactic. Indeed, if it followed its predecessors’ approach, Making a Murderer “would not
begin with Steven Avery . . . [i]t would begin, instead, with the disappearance of twenty-five-yearold Teresa Halbach.”83 Serial’s first line would not be “[f]or the last year, I’ve spent every working
day trying to figure out where a high school kid was for an hour after school one day in 1999,” but
76
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would instead be “[f]or the last year, I’ve spent every working day trying to figure out who killed
a high school senior after school one day in 1999.”84 These unique introductions indicate a purpose
shift; one not principally focused on the victim or the crime, but on the plight of the accused.
The shows’ unequal presentation of the evidence also evinces a pro-defendant motive. The
majority of Serial, for instance, is spent undercutting the State’s case against Adnan, with only one
episode focused solely on the bad evidence in Adnan’s case. 85 This has caused commenters to
notice that Koenig “does not believe Adnan Syed is guilty.” 86 On the other hand, Making a
Murderer’s bias is so pronounced that it has been widely accused of manipulation for leaving out
key evidence that incriminates Avery. 87 The show also subtly shades its presentation of the
evidence in Avery’s favor. For example, the show’s final chapter is sympathetically titled
“Fighting for Their Lives,” and its chapter descriptions are almost entirely prejudicial to the State’s
case.88 This pick-and-choose narrative style suggests that New True Crime producers have a prodefendant motive.
What is more, the producers’ partnership choices also hint at a defendant-driven focus.
While investigating Serial, Sarah Koenig began working with the University of Virginia’s
Innocence Project, an organization that aims to overturn wrongful convictions through DNA
evidence.89 In large part thanks to Koenig’s cooperation and research, the Innocence Project ended
up taking Adnan’s case.90 In the same vein, Making a Murderer worked exclusively with Steven
Avery’s family and defense counsel, developing intimate relationships with each and providing
them ample airtime to make their case to an invested audience. Of course, these partnerships, in
and of themselves, are insufficient to evince a wholly partisan intent, especially since the
defendants’ opposing parties refused the opportunity to speak in either documentary. 91 And yet,
the case of Penny Beerntsen suggests that the opposing parties may have refused because the
producer’s intentions were clearly one-sided. Ricciardi and Demos reached out to Beerntsen–the
woman who mistakenly identified Avery as her attacker in his first trial–to participate in the
documentary, but Beerntsen declined because the “filmmakers struck her as having already made
up their minds.92 In fact, Beerntsen felt it was clear “from the outset that they believed Steve was
innocent . . . [that] they were[n’t] journalists seeking the truth . . . [but instead] had a foregone
conclusion and were looking for a forum in which to express it.” 93 To be sure, this anecdote
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provides only one example. But it does raise questions about the producers’ impartiality
throughout the development process. These questions, when combined with the producers’
decision to work heavily with defendant-favorable parties, provide further evidence of a partiality
toward the accused.
Perhaps most telling, the producers have proffered their personal beliefs to their audience
point blank. After building up extensive credibility with her listeners, Sarah Koenig closes her
audio argument with a personal plea; “as a juror, I vote to acquit Adnan Syed.”94 And while
Ricciardi and Demos do not speak in Making a Murderer, they have each gone on record saying
that they personally believe Steven Avery is not guilty.95 Of course, a producer’s personal beliefs
do not necessarily drive a production’s purpose. But by choosing to reveal their personal beliefs,
rather than letting the work speak for itself, the producers imply that their shows are not primarily
focused on creating art, or providing entertainment, or making a statement, but are instead aimed
at driving home a more immediate point: the innocence of the accused.
Finally, by creating a documentary that calls into question a case’s evidence, the producers
indicate to the viewer that they disagree with the current narrative’s result. Because when a person
believes that a narrative is correct, that person does not dig into a case’s cold evidence and skewer
it, piece by piece, in front of a 100,000+ audience. As one commentator put it, “for better or worse,
these [programs] do begin with a presumption before they read the evidence, and the presumption
is that the dominant narrative is wrong.”96 This presumption, when combined with the producers’
statements, actions, and presentation makes the New True Crime’s purpose clear: to incite public
outrage about a case’s outcome and, ultimately, change its result.
B.

Sensationalist Techniques

Like the true crime genre of old, the New True Crime uses sensationalist methods to
maximize its emotive effect. First, the genre seeks to establish a trustworthy narrator by creating
an emotional connection between the viewer and the storyteller. This trust ultimately makes the
armchair jury more receptive to the narrator’s story and the producers’ intended message. Koenig
does this by constantly reminding the audience that she too is conflicted about Adnan’s guilt.97 By
admitting that she, like her viewer, is still undecided, Koenig places herself in the jury box
alongside her audience and develops a sense of camaraderie and connection. Her approach also
implies that she is not invested in the outcome, even though deeper analysis suggests that she has
a biased purpose. Like a wolf in sheep’s clothing, Koenig’s camaraderie and feigned disinterest
makes her appear inherently trustworthy. If this is hard to envision, consider the following
example: a lawyer stands up, makes a compelling argument, and sits back down. A juror watching
might be inclined to think, “Of course the lawyer is going to say those things; she’s the defendant’s
lawyer.” And yet, when that same juror watches a New True Crime piece and trusts that the
narrator is disinterested, the juror is more likely to believe that narrator’s story as true. In other
words, by creating the impression that its storyteller is conflicted about her beliefs, the New True
Crime creates the appearance of impartiality and is therefore afforded unrivaled credibility.
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Though Making a Murderer approaches credibility differently, it achieves the same result.
Rather than introduce an outside narrator, the show allows Steven Avery to tell his tale through a
series of recorded telephone calls. What this approach lacks in impartiality, it makes up for with
the appearance of pure, unprompted truth. This straight-from-the-horse’s-mouth style gives the
impression that Avery is being entirely truthful, is coming clean about his missteps, and is willing
to answer the virtual jury’s the questions as they arise. In doing so, it accomplishes the same feat
achieved by Koenig: the show establishes trust. While Serial creates credibility through the
appearance of disinterested journalism, Making a Murderer uses sunshine as disinfectant and
suggests that Avery has nothing left to hide. Both approaches prime the audience for a powerful
emotive response and make them more amenable to the story the narrators tell next.
After establishing trust, the New True Crime goes on to inflame the viewer’s emotions by
creating a villain. There is no doubt that Making a Murderer owes its success, in large part, to its
real-life super-villain, Special Prosecutor Ken Kratz. The producers’ paint Kratz as an
opportunistic bureaucrat whose questionable trial ethics are largely to blame for Steven Avery’s
ostensibly wrongful conviction. And indeed, the impression seems to have stuck. Like a modernday Maleficient,98 Kratz has been tarred and feathered in the court of public opinion, garnering
labels like “creepy mustache prosecutor,” 99 “slimeball,” 100 and that he “deserves to be locked
away.”101 And while Serial does not explicitly paint the prosecution’s key witness, Jay Wilds, as
a villain, Koenig certainly gives the viewer’s ammunition to make him a villain based on his
constantly shifting statements and untruthful demeanor.102
The canon’s use of real-life villains is important for many reasons. First, a villain allows
the audience to direct its newfound anger toward a concrete person, rather than an abstract system.
It also provides the audience with a living, breathing reason to act so that the newly despised villain
does not win. But perhaps most paramount, the villainization of a real person effectively turns that
person into a storybook character, and “when people become characters, objectivity is sidelined
and subjectivity rules.”103 Put differently, these shows rewrite a multi-faceted person into a onedimensional archetype, which encourages the viewer to develop a passionate, subjective bias
against the villain, even when the villain might be objectively and morally right. With the
naysayers now demonized, the audience is left with only the producers’ version of the facts as true,
allowing the New True Crime to arouse a powerful and unmitigated emotional response.
In addition, the shows create metaphorical villains for the audience to rally against. In
Making a Murderer, for example, Steven Avery makes a sobering statement about the reality of
the criminal justice system when he says, “Poor people always lose.”104 Serial, on the other hand,
suggests that racial profiling may have impacted Adnan’s trial.105 These metaphorical villains –
98
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unequal justice and systemic racial bias – agitate passions and unite the viewers against common
enemy. By linking the stories to broader social issues, the producers’ make their specific cases
emotionally significant to the viewer and increase the odds that the audience will contest their
unjust results.
New True Crime also takes cue from classical sensationalism by creating an emotional
connection through direct dialogue and deep focus on the characters’ familial background. Both
Serial and Making a Murderer are almost entirely comprised of direct dialogue, whether it be
through interviews, trial recordings, or phone calls with the accused. 106 Indeed, Sarah Koenig
establishes a direct connection between Adnan Syed and the listener through recorded jailhouse
conversations,107 and Making a Murderer does the same by including Steven Avery’s numerous
interviews with media and law enforcement.108 As a result, these documentaries make abstract
names into tangible people. The documentaries couple this direct connection with heavy detail of
the accused’s family history. Each show explores the characters’ personal relationship with their
families, often showing family photos or drawing out humanizing anecdotes of happier times.109
These stories are essentially pathos plays—tales that cause the audience to think, “the accused is
a good person and could not have committed such a heinous crime.” Like true crime of old, the
New True Crime uses dialogue and familial background to make the audience feel for the accused,
which ultimately drives home the genre’s pro-defendant message.
The New True Crime also mirrors its predecessor by using music and cinematic
presentation to maximize its sensational effect. One example is Serial’s tendency to cue the music
and cutaway after it presents important facts, like when it played its telltale theme song after
introduction of the integral 21-minute period in which Hae Min Lee was supposedly murdered.
Making a Murder echoes this technique by cuing dramatic music just after a Manitowoc County
police officer admits that he knew the location of Teresa Halbach’s car a full two days before it
was reported,110 suggesting he had ample opportunity to plant Avery’s DNA in the vehicle. In
addition, the documentaries use visual aids and recreations to make their arguments more
comprehensible. In the second episode of Making a Murderer, for instance, the producer’s recreate
a visual timeline that explains why the Manitowoc County Sheriff’s Dept. had motive to frame
Steven Avery. 111 Koenig parallels this technique by posting visual timelines on the show’s
website112 and by recreating, step by step, the events that Jay Wilds said occurred during the key
21 minutes. 113 In fact, she concludes from her recreation that it would have been virtually
impossible for Adnan to commit the murder and make it back to track practice (his alibi) on time.114
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At their core, these visual effects make complex fact patterns easier for the audience to understand.
And by using these methods, the New True Crime mimics the techniques historical true crime
authors created to ensure that their works were comprehensible and accessible to a wide-ranging
audience.
To further maximize its emotional effect, the New True Crime leaves out evidence that
undermines the defendant’s case. The most notorious examples of this practice have been found
in Making a Murderer. The laundry list of the show’s alleged missteps is long, including:
downplaying that “Avery was charged with cruelty to animals for dousing a cat with gasoline and
oil, throwing it in a bonfire, and watching it die”;115 omitting that Avery had purchased leg irons
and shackles like the ones Dassey said he used to restrain Halbach only months before her
murder;116 and curiously leaving out that Halbach had complained to her boss that Avery had been
inappropriate in prior meetings, that Avery had called Halbach using a disguised number on the
day she died, and that Avery specifically requested for Halbach’s photography services on three
separate occasions.117
And while Making a Murder has been the most publicly criticized, Serial also shares
blame. The show stands accused of leaving out key evidence, like entries from Hae’s diary that
suggest Adnan was an abusive boyfriend,118 that Asia McClain gave inconsistent testimony about
the day of the murder,119 and that Hae once hid from Adnan and asked a teacher to cover for her
when he came looking for her.120 These omissions suggest that the New True Crime tells not a
complete story, but a curated one. More like advocates than the journalists they hold themselves
out to be, the New True Crime manipulates the viewer by downplaying (or omitting entirely)
evidence that would detract from the shock value of their arguments.
Lastly, like the classical true crime canon, the modern rendition seeks to draw in as many
viewers as possible. By premiering on platforms like Netflix, Apple, and HBO, the shows are able
to reach record numbers of viewer via an accessible and intuitive streaming service. Making a
Murderer, for example, reached over 19 million viewers just one month after its release. 121
Incredibly, nearly 20% of all television viewers were watching the show within a week of its
premiere.122 Serial, a mere podcast, was downloaded over 40 million times in just two months123
and continues to hold title as the most popular podcast of all time.124 Unlike cable broadcasts,
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streaming services are not bound by any geographic region, do not have commercials, and are
always accessible at the click of a button. In addition, streaming services offer unlimited views per
show. Viewers can stop, start, watch, and re-watch their favorite shows at their convenience, in
any order, no DVR necessary. These features make streaming services incredibly popular.
Streaming services also promote increased viewing because the shows are conglomerated
in one easy to access location. The viewer is therefore enabled to “binge watch”—i.e. watch all
the series’ episodes in succession—and become caught up on the show at a remarkable rate.125
What is more, the easy access of streaming services has created a spoiler phenomenon, in which
viewers who have not yet finished a series find themselves stalked by the cold terror of having a
show’s ending ruined before they have finished watching. 126 This newfound spoiler risk adds
additional incentive for viewers to catch up on the newest streaming service show. And, since
many of the major streaming services have recommendation programs that notify users of popular
new programs, each show’s success creates a domino effect that makes it more likely to appear on
another user’s screen.127 As more and more viewers watch the recommended true crime shows on
their home screens, an “in-culture” is established that everyone wants to be part of—A-list
celebrities included.128 Bolstered by easy-access streaming mediums, the programs expand far
beyond the typical cable show, to the point that the common question is “not if you’ve seen [the
documentary]. It’s how long did it take you to watch it?.”129
C.

Participatory Experience

The New True Crime also encourages participation by focusing on relevant cases that the
viewer can still change. The producers of the modern genre understand that, in 2017, societal
distrust of the criminal justice system is at an all-time high. Released on the heels of the tragic
killings of Freddie Gray, 130 Eric Garner, 131 and Michael Brown, 132 these documentaries give
viewers the opportunity to strike back at an ostensibly unfair system. Unlike the defendants in
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other true crime tales,133 Serial and Making a Murderer focus on cases in which the characters are
alive and can benefit from public outcry. By focusing on contemporary, rather than historical cases,
the New True Crime gives its viewers an opportunity to make a difference. They can protest.134
They can donate.135 They can come forward with new evidence.136 They can even try to solve the
case themselves. One woman was so invested in saving Steven Avery that she spent over $6,000
to purchase copies of his trial transcripts.137At bottom, these shows make viewers feel outraged,
and then empower them with the information to change the status quo. “Viewers in turn become
more than just viewers; they see themselves as constituents in the process, and in the case itself.”138
Due to the relevance of its subject matter, the New True Crime encourages people to participate in
the system that has frustrated them for so long. By first provoking public emotion and then
providing an actual person to rally behind, the genre transcends conventional entertainment and
becomes a different beast entirely: a catalyst of real social change.
VI.

The Case For Journalistic Self-Regulation

To be sure, the New True Crime has great potential to benefit wrongly convicted
defendants. Still, some argue that it may democratize—bring into public control—a system that is
designedly detached from fickle public opinion.139 At minimum, the success of Serial and Making
a Murderer makes clear that New True Crime journalists hold tremendous influence in modern
society. And yet, these journalists operate largely without law. Indeed, “true crime writers and
producers operate in a perfectly unregulated world.”140 And while journalism is not without its
ethical principles—to the contrary, many journalistic organizations have published on the
topic141—its maxims are unconnected to a central governing body and seem to be promulgated on
a newsroom-by-newsroom basis.142 Even more so, journalistic ethical guidelines are often broad,
and most are untailored to mitigate the unique consequences that arise from contemporary true
crime reporting. 143 Because of true crime’s unique ability to affect ongoing criminal cases,
133
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journalists should enact ethical regulations specific to New True Crime reporting to combat the
risk that their pieces might negatively influence the criminal process.
First, self-regulation would mitigate the danger that a journalist may fudge the facts to tell
a more compelling narrative. Journalists differ from lawyers because their interests do not lie solely
in exonerating the accused; they also seek to tell an entertaining story. To do so, the true crime
writer must often sensationalize to “make the biographical subject into an appealing criminal
protagonist.”144 But, in the author’s quest to make the topic more interesting, facts may become
lost or may be fabricated entirely. Even Truman Capote, father of the modern true crime genre,
was heavily criticized for skewing facts and fabricating events while recounting the murder story
at the heart of In Cold Blood.145 This propensity for sensationalism is especially concerning in the
true crime context since the stakes are so high. Indeed, fictional melodrama fundamentally clashes
with even-keeled journalism, and the latter is sacrosanct when real lives are on the line. True crime
scholar Anita Biressi has noted that true crime’s tendency to exaggerate factual narratives into
compelling stories presents “a literary challenge which also becomes ethical jeopardy with real
consequences for the people involved in the case.”146 Since public opinion seems to have a sizable
influence on the way the New True Crime’s cases unfold, genre-specific self-regulation should be
enacted to protect the court of public opinion from inaccurate representations.
True crime regulation would also protect criminal defendants from predatory journalism.
Though Serial and Making a Murderer present examples of journalists developing relationships
to help criminal defendants, Truman Capote was widely critiqued for befriending criminal
defendants with the sole purpose of damning them for notoriety and financial gain.147 Unlike most
interviewees, criminal defendants are precariously vulnerable and may confide in a journalist
because they believe the author will vindicate their claims. But this belief sits in stark contrast with
a journalist’s “first and over-riding loyalty,” which is not to the defendant, but to the readers.148 In
fact, the accused’s desperate view of the journalist as merciful redemption effects an even crueler
punishment when that same journalist manipulates the accused’s own words to make him a
monster. Take, for example, the case of Macdonald v. McGinnis.149 In 1983, Dr. Jeff MacDonald,
a man accused of murdering his wife and children, allowed journalist Joe McGinniss to document
his struggle to prove his innocence.150 Though the journalist befriended MacDonald during the
proceedings, he “damned [MacDonald] unequivocally as a psychopath” in his subsequent book,
Fatal Vision.151 Blindsided by the betrayal, MacDonald “sued the journalist for breach of contract
because he had deliberately feigned a sympathetic friendship while writing a work of character
assassination.”152 Though McGinniss settled the suit out of court,153 the case exemplifies how true
crime journalists, when left unchecked by regulation, have the ability to inflict unwarranted
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emotional distress upon desperate defendants. Well-fashioned journalistic regulations would
mitigate this potential for voracious exploitation.
In addition, journalistic boundaries would minimize the narrator’s ability to improperly
influence the audience. Both journalists and lawyers understand the power of persona and its
ability to sway public opinion despite adverse factual evidence. This understanding forms the
foundation of the American Bar Association’s Model Rule of Professional Conduct 3.4(e), which
forbids an attorney from proffering a personal opinion to the jury.154 Even more so than attorneys,
journalists should remain personally neutral since “the only thing that separates journalists from
partisan communicators is impartiality."155 And yet, Sarah Koenig and the producers of Making a
Murder breach this time-honored maxim by volunteering their personal opinions on their subject’s
innocence or guilt.156 Considering the popularity of these productions, the producers’ personal
opinions have the potential to carry great weight and could sway public opinion toward a
conclusion unsupported by the facts. And, since public opinion seems to be having a sizable
influence on modern court proceedings, true crime journalists should hold themselves to stricter
neutrality standards to avoid inducing an improperly reached result.
Self-regulation would also mitigate the danger of juror pollution. Before Serial, for
example, Adnan Syed had become a relatively forgotten name after seventeen years in jail. But,
after the documentary aired, public support for Syed soared in his case’s venue. A short scroll
through the Baltimore Sun’s coverage of the case yields titles like “Don’t Appeal Syed’s New
Trial,” “Drop Charges Against Adnan Syed, Too,” and “Serial Star Syed Adds Momentum. . . .”157
A poll conducted by the Baltimore Sun shortly after Serial’s release found that 74.8% of the local
publication’s voters believe that Adnan Syed should be granted a retrial.158 A similar poll showed
that 66.5% of voters feel he should be released on bail.159 And most importantly, 61.6% of 3,880
Baltimore Sun voters believe that a jury should acquit Syed altogether .160
Professional jury consultants now believe that “someone plucked fresh from devouring
[these documentaries] might not even make it past their first day of civic duty.”161In fact, due to
the fear that these documentaries may “transmit a vague distrust of the legal system in their
viewers,” people who subscribe to the shows may immediately become suspect at voir dire.162
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And, even if the voir dire process worked perfectly every time (which it does not),163 it is now
more likely that less sophisticated jurors—who might not have the means to pay for streaming
services—will be deciding complex cold cases. This injures the truth-finding process because
jurors render more accurate results when they are better equipped to juggle intricate details and
fully appreciate the legal standards at issue.164 To avoid these issues, New True Crime journalists
should adhere to firmer standards of impartiality. Rules promoting even-handed presentation
would decrease the risk that potential jurors would prematurely reach a decision due to a
documentary’s biased presentation; moreover, documentaries bound by such procedures would
educate jurors and increase their capacity to handle complex fact patterns.
Lastly, journalistic boundaries would abate the risk that the New True Crime will lead to
advocacy wars. The success of Serial and Making A Murderer provide a blueprint for how
advocacy journalism can influence the adversary process itself. In a world increasingly affected
by and accustomed to media, it is not difficult to imagine a system where litigants must seriously
consider the ability of journalists to meaningfully influence their cases.165 Indeed, defendants have
already begun soliciting journalists to publicize their defense campaigns. 166 Commentators
recognize that these partnerships present “an intriguing prospect: a kind of vertical integration
between advocacy groups—with their considerable resources and arsenal of information—and
editorial teams equipped to turn that raw data into fascinating stories.”167 And, while society may
benefit from these tandems when their works bring about justice, what happens when they don’t?
What if Adnan Syed really did murder Hae Min Lee? What if Steven Avery actually murdered,
raped, tortured, and burned the body of Teresa Halbach? The point is that these pieces have
tremendous potential to accomplish moral good, but they also carry a tremendous risk of being
horribly wrong. Compensation for journalists exacerbates this risk because money has the potential
to draw journalistic attention away from deserving, yet impoverished litigants and toward wealthy,
potentially dubious ones. Even payment for reporting on an innocent defendant hurts the criminal
process because it creates an appearance of impropriety, which intensifies public distrust toward
the justice system. Ethical boundaries would offset these risks and discourage journalists from
accepting compensation in exchange for favorable coverage.
These concerns provoke a final question: how should these regulations be enacted? This
paper contends that they be promulgated in a treatise similar to Justice Solution’s Guide for
Journalists Who Report On Crime And Crime Victims.168 The treatise, which was developed under
a grant from the Department of Justice’s Office for Victims of Crime, outlines tips, techniques,
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guidelines, concerns, and best practices for crime journalists. While it covers a broad survey, most
of the treatise focuses on assisting journalists in developing a story and dealing with victims, not
on outlining procedures to mitigate true crime’s negative effects on the justice system. I propose
that a similar true crime treatise be drafted to provide clarity to the murky ethics of true crime
reporting. Such a treatise, if followed by true crime journalists, would adequately mitigate the New
True Crime’s risks, while preserving its ability to spark progressive social change.
VII.

Conclusion

“The human heart being what it is, murder [is] a theme not likely to darken and yellow
with time.”169 True crime’s allure has endured for centuries and, just as Truman Capote predicted,
continues to entrance the viewer of today. The canon’s newest rendition employs time-tested
sensationalist techniques to influence the results of contemporary cases and has done so with
extraordinary success. But with great power comes great risk. Though the genre seeks to un-make
murderers, it does so without rules, regulations, or oversight. Because of the genre’s distinct ability
to influence ongoing criminal proceedings, New True Crime journalists should enact selfregulations to minimize the canon’s potentially negative effects. These regulations would protect
the system from the genre’s risks, while allowing it to benefit from the genre’s rewards.
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